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ABSTRACT
In this paper, a person is identified with face as a biometric feature using modified fisher face and fuzzy fisher face. The
premise of this paper is to introduce modified fisher face, fuzzy fisher face and include gradual level of assignment to class
being regarded as a membership grade which helps to improve recognition results. Performance of the said system is
compared with traditional fisher face methods using Fisher’s linear discriminant analysis. For all these methods of face
recognition an assumption was made about the same level of relevance of each face to the corresponding category. The
comprehensive experiments completed on ORL, and Yale face databases show improved recognition rates and reduced
sensitivity to variations between face images caused by changes in illumination and viewing directions.
Keywords—linear discriminant analysis, fisher face, fuzzy fisher face, face recognition

I.

INTRODUCTION

Humans can easily recognize faces, spoken
words, handwritten or printed digits, images and many
other things in everyday life. If there are a limited number
of categories or classes then recognition performance may
be improved; however, the same might not be very
efficient if several categories are present. Face recognition
is largely motivated by the need for surveillance and
security, telecommunication and digital libraries, humancomputer intelligent interaction, and smart environments [1
- 4]. In practice, face recognition is a very difficult problem
due to a substantial variation in light direction, different
face poses, and diversified facial expressions. A good face
recognition methodology should consider representation as
well as classification issues, and a good representation
method should require minimum manual annotations. Face
recognition depends heavily on the particular choice of
features used by the classifier [5]. One usually starts with a
given set of features and then attempts to derive an optimal
subset of features leading to high recognition performance
with the expectation that similar performance can also be
displayed on future trials using unseen test data. The most
well known classification techniques used for face
recognition are those of eigenface [6] and fisher face [7].
The eigenface method relies on a transformation of feature
vectors by utilizing principal components and is referred to
as principal component analysis (PCA) used to derive a
starting set of features; the other naming used there is the
Karhunen–Loeve (KL) expansion. In essence, the PCA
dwells on a linear projection of a high-dimensional face
image space into a new low-dimensional feature space.
The major problem coming with the use of the eigenface
technique is that it can be affected by variations in

illumination conditions and different facial expressions. It
is also worth stressing that the PCA is oriented toward the
representation in low-dimensional spaces but not
necessarily optimal in terms of face classification.
Applying PCA technique to face recognition, Turk and
Pentland developed a well-known Eigenface method. The
Eigenface method, however, does not consider the
classification aspect, as it is based on the optimal
representation criterion in the sense of mean-square error.
To improve the PCA standalone classification
performance, one needs to combine further this optimal
representation criterion with some discrimination criterion.
One widely used discrimination criterion in the face
recognition community is the Fisher linear discriminant
(FLD), or linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [9], a wellknown technique for dimensionality reduction. The second
well-known approach coming under the name of fisher
face is insensitive to large variation in the conditions
already enumerated above. It uses both PCA and FLD. It is
worth stressing that by maximizing the ratio of betweenscatter matrix and within-scatter matrix, FLD produces
well separated classes in a low-dimensional subspace, even
under severe variation in lighting and facial expressions.
There are a various enhancements made to FLD direct
LDA, uncorrelated discriminant transformation [8], most
discriminating feature [9]. In LDA, the dimensional
embeddings are reduced in such a way that the orientation
of the projected data of classes on an arbitrary line or space
is well-separated from each other. There are some
limitations in applying LDA directly viz. within class
scatter matrix can become singular due to high
dimensionality of original feature vectors in comparison
with low number of training vectors available. To
overcome this limitation, a number of authors have
proposed the use of class-independent PCA prior to LDA
in the feature extraction stage. Swets et al. [11] showed
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two stage PCA plus LDA method where PCA is first used
for dimension reduction so as to make within class scatter
matrix non-singular before the application of LDA
especially when training samples are scarce. Belhumeur et
al. [12] proposed a projection method which is based on
LDA and PCA techniques for face recognition. In their
technique class-independent PCA is first reduce the
original space and then LDA is applied to reduce the
dimension. Zhao et al. [13,14] demonstrated a technique
based on the combination of LDA and PCA. A complete
Kernel Fisher discriminant (KFD) was introduced to
implement kernel PCA plus LDA strategy by Yang et al.
[15] after KFD implementation by Mika et al. [16]. Wu et
al. [17] presented a direct LDA method that is applicable to
small sample size problems. Jian et al. [18] suggested
subspace algorithm for determining the optimal projection
for LDA that addressed two LDA problems viz. ―small
sample size‖ and ―illumination and pose variations‖.
Xiaogang et al. [19] then presented a unified framework
using PCA, LDA and Bayes techniques for face
recognition. Ye et al. [20] showed generalized optimization
criteria based on pseudoinverse for discriminant analysis to
address undersample problems.
Organization of this paper is described as below:
Section II provides a well-known technique of fisher face.
Section III describes a proposed modified fisher face and
fuzzy fisher face approach. Section IV reports on
comprehensive simulation results completed for several
commonly used face databases such as ORL, and Yale.
Finally, concluding comments and references are included.

II.

CONVENTIONAL METHOD OF
FACE
RECOGNITION
USING
FISHER FACE APPROACH

FLD is a popular discriminant criterion that
measures the between- class scatter normalized by the
within-class scatter.
Let 1 ,  2 ,...,  L and 1 ,  2 ,...,  L ,
denote the number of classes and the number of images
within each class, respectively. Let 1 ,  2 ,...,  L and

M be the means of the classes and the grand mean. The
within- and between-class scatter matrices, S  , S b are
defined

as

follows:

L
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pi  is a priori probability, S  , S b  mR ,

and L denotes the number of classes. FLD derives a

projection matrix that maximizes the ratio
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. This

ratio is maximized when P consists of the eigenvectors of
the covariance matrix A

S1Sb  

where
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(3)

the eigenvector and Eigen

1

value matrices of S  S b respectively.

III.

PROPOSE ALGORITHM

a) Modified Fisher Linear Discriminant
approach
The Modified Fisher linear discriminant Model (MFLD)
improves the generalization capability of FLD by
decomposing the FLD procedure into a simultaneous
diagonalization of the two within- and between-class
scatter matrices. The simultaneous diagonalization is step
wisely equivalent to two operations whitening the within
class scatter matrix and applying PCA on the betweenclass scatter matrix using the transformed data.
To achieve the enhanced performance, MFLD
preserves a proper balance between the need that the
selected eigen values (corresponding to the principal
components for the original image space) account for most
of the spectral energy of the raw data, i.e., representational
adequacy, and the requirement that the eigenvalues of the
within class scatter matrix (in the reduced PCA space) are
not too small, i.e., better generalization. The choice of the
range of principal components (m) for dimensionality
reduction takes into account both the spectral energy and
the magnitude requirements. The eigenvalue spectrum of
the covariance matrix provides a good indicator for
meeting the energy criterion; one needs then to derive the
eigenvalue spectrum of the within-class scatter matrix in
the reduced PCA space to facilitate the choice of the range
of principal components so that the magnitude requirement
is met.
The stepwise FLD procedure derives the
1

eigenvalue and eigenvectors of S  S b as the result of the
simultaneous diagonalization of

S  and S b .

S v   and   1

(4)

1 / 2T S 1 / 2 1

(5)

T

where,

,   R mm are the eigenvector and the diagonal
eigenvalue matrices of S  respectively
Different spectra are obtained corresponding to
different number of principal components utilized. Tread
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off is to be find to optimize the behavior of the trailing
eigenvalues in the reduced PCA space with the energy
criteria for original image space. The eigen vectors derived
are as shown in Figure 1.

Having this in mind, an obvious choice is to look at the
fundamental results available in the setting of fuzzy nearest
neighbor classifiers.
Given a set of feature vectors transformed by the
PCA, X {x1 , x2 ,...xN } , a fuzzy c - class partition of
these vectors specifies the degrees of membership of each
vector to the classes. The partition matrix denoted by ij
for i  1, 2,..., c and j1, 2,..., N satisfies two obvious
properties
c


i 1

ij

1

(9)

N

0   ij  N

(10)

j 1

Figure 1. Eigen vector images.

After the feature vector is derived, MFLD first
diagonalizes the within-class scatter matrix S  using (4)

 and  are the eigenvector and the eigenvalue
 p
matrices corresponding to the feature vector  . MFLD
and (5).

proceeds then to compute the between-class scatter matrix
as follows:

Test face image

PCA

Training face image

PCA
(dimension reduction)

1 / 2T Sb1 / 2  K
(6)
Diagonlize now the new between-class scatter matrix

 b   

and

T   

FUZZY KNN
initialization

b
(7)

FLD

FLD (Feature Vector)

where,

,   R mm
matrices of

b

Euclidean distance

eigenvector and diagonal eigenvalue
respectively

Classification

The overall transformation matrix of MFLD is now
defined as follows

  1/ 2
b) Fuzzy Fisher Linear
(FFLD) approach

(8)

Discriminant

The fisher face presented in the previous section
has exhibited a substantial advantage over the PCA as far
as classification aspects are concerned. But in order to
improve the same technique, an alternative can be used
which sophisticate the use of class assignment of patterns
(faces). Further to refine classification results so that they
could affect the within-class and between-class scatter
matrices and enhance the performance of the classifier.

Figure 2. A general flow of computing for the fuzzy fisher
face method.

The first condition helps us assure sound
mathematical tractability. The computations of the
membership degrees are realized through a sequence of
steps:
Step 1: Compute the Euclidean distance matrix between
pairs of feature vectors in the training.
Step 2: Set diagonal elements of this matrix to infinity
(practically place large numeric values there).
Step 3: Sort the distance matrix (treat each of its columns
separately) in an ascending order. Collect the class labels
of the patterns located in the closest neighborhood of the
pattern under consideration (as we are concerned with ―k‖
neighbors, this returns a list of ―k‖ integers).
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Step 4: Compute the membership grade to class i for
pattern

Table II. Out-Database Recognition Rate

j th

Face
database

0.51 0.49(nij / k ) if i  thesameasthelableof the j th pattern
ij  
if i  thesameasthelableof the j th pattern
0.49(nij / k )
(11)
In the above expression, nij stands for the number
of the neighbors of the jth data (pattern) that belong to the
ith class. After the examination of the membership location
formula we conclude that the method attempts to ―fuzzify‖
or refine the membership grades of the labeled patterns.

ORL
Yale

Recognition rate

FLD
75.5
83.45

MFLD
90.7
91.4

FFLD
95.5
94.8

The MFLD and FFLD technique outperforms in
identifying a person with face as a biometric feature as
compared with traditional FLD. The experimental results
show improved recognition rates and reduced sensitivity to
variations between face images caused by changes in
illumination and viewing directions.

V.

CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a generalized version of the
fisher face method for face recognition by including
refined information about class membership of the binary
labeled faces (patterns). By doing this we were able to
reduce sensitivity of the method to substantial variations
between face images caused by varying illumination,
viewing conditions, and facial expression. Experimental
results showed a consistently better classification rates in
comparison to other ―standard‖ methods such as Eigenface
and fisher face when applied to ORL, Yale.
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Figure 3. Fuzzy fisher faces

IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The algorithms are tested on Yale, and ORL
database to compute recognition rate. The recognition rate
for above proposed algorithms is carried out in two parts as
in-database and out-database. In database means training
images and testing images are the same whereas for outdatabase training images and testing images are different.
The result obtained for in-database are listed in table I and
result obtained for out-database are listed in table II

Table I. In-Database Recognition Rate
Face
database

ORL
Yale

Recognition rate

FLD
95%
94%

MFLD
100%
100%

FFLD
100%
100%

MFLD and FFLD have 100% identification rate.
In contrast, FLD has only 94% for Yale database and 95%
for ORL database. It means that FLD doesn’t learn well
when we train the input images. In fact, FLD only
maximizes the distance of each subject. As a result, these
projected coefficients of different subject could be
distributed in the same area and FLD system cannot
identify these faces.
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